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Opinion article based on review and evidence in the voice of children of Ukraine (present).

We are the voice of the children of Ukraine.

 Let’s shout again that the boys, the girls sing. Let’s speak to the children of Ukraine. Do they have the right to play, to study, to grow 
up free, to feel? Express and live in love and harmony to have the joy of growing up in a Just family where the value of merit and equality 
are honoured.

In the last 10 years until 2019, UNICEF. UN and WHO reported a number of children killed by Armed Conflicts that amounted to 10 mil-
lion precisely due to their vulnerability. The painful and inhuman situation that today affects the Ukrainian people ordered by the Russian 
Military invasion of this neighbouring nation has counted more than a dozen child and youth deaths to date.

The attack on hospitals and schools is unjustifiable and abominable. With serious social, economic and psychological reper-
cussions on the physical and psychological health of children. This Conflict that forgets that “man will collect, whoever sows 
schools” and that demonises those who exercise power from the ignominy and inculturation that only the uneducated govern low-
ers the aggression and habit of taking justice from their hands, hence the importance of truly educated men learning the art of Gov-
erning. From sacrificial men he needs freedom. Because Authentic Power is the only Respect for all manifestations of Justice. 
It is unthinkable that in the 21st century, World Everything, will remain inert in the face of the War Conflict that is taking place. Abomi-
nable form of Child Abuse with short, medium and long-term sequelae. To impoverish a people, generate hatred, and in the feeling that 
transcends generations.

In the armed conflicts of recent years, as innocent victims boys and girls. The violent acts Palestine and Syria children and from here is 
a raised study by groups of specialised psychologists who after analysing the results of these children, address presented circumstances.

Summary of the degree of extreme anxiety experienced by children in conflict situations, bombing shots, fears, panic attacks, loss of 
self-esteem, guilt, denial and other attitudes that would be anger and hostile behaviour patterns. In a revised study with Syrian minors 
victims of this violence, 26.3% “felt so despised that they said they did not want to continue living”. All victims as well as refugee children, 
subjected to cruel violence bombings with visible sequelae and physical scars, but unfortunately the inestimable psychological ones about 
their mental health and that are often irrecoverable.

The World Health Organisation in its annual report on violence and Children and Health, summarises armed war conflicts, wars, af-
fect beyond the socioeconomic sphere in a very negative way the development of all social spheres and therefore those most vulnerable 
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children and which is perceived as a form of Child Abuse. In the same study, the United Nations organisation defines violence against boys 
and girls “as the deliberate use of force or power real or in the form of a threat that has real results harmful to psychological and develop-
mental damage as a cause of poor harm including death”. Objectifying clearly the effect of this war violence on recent symptoms and the 
inevitable post-traumatic damage on the child and youth population; disorders that go to the most innocent population. From extreme 
anxiety but in self-esteem, widespread terrors, patterns of avoidance and guilt and patterns of rabies behaviour and these in increasing 
degree. Children experience fear panic due to repeated exposure to shots that cover such wide spectrums from sleep, terror, headache 
and stomach pain, anxiety that lead to personality disorders that distort their present behaviour and the future that become increasingly 
aggressive.

The attacks against their parents, their dismembered families, disrespect for their cults, their governments for their habits and the 
mourning not overcome in eyes full of tears for the loss of sibling parents, are truly powerful consequences for the most structured of 
minds, it is understood that it means for our infants.

For that reason all the men of the world not only the paediatric professionals involved I want the attention of the children teachers 
police firefighters psychiatrists citizens all people in general world who listen to be the voice of those children from Ukraine who today 
see their homes destroyed their family their heads are stunned by shots their bodies languish out of fear and without food. These men 
who attack refugees in the false mask of cruel power keeping their children under ONE HUNDRED keys at home so that nothing happens 
to them. It cares very little about the suffering of so many defenceless children who barely open their eyes to life. These It cares very little 
about the suffering of so many defenceless children who barely open their eyes to life. These they are not leaders these are miserable 
uneducated tyrants despicable lacking intelligence that only recklessness and the desire for power makes them vanish a people with the 
greatest fortune that treasure their childhood.

Children are the Hope of the World of this Our World, they are the naive organs of a World of which they must be Legacy and Architects. 
Take care of our childhood. Forming the quarry that today encompasses the greatest innocence in the world is our main duty. “People will 
pick up who sow schools” because Knowledge is worth more than Force. Because trenches of ideas are worth more than trenches of earth. 
For working children because children are the Hope of this World, because children are the ones who know how to love.

We are all Ukraine, no one deserves so much suffering and it is not permissible to remain inherent, it is inhuman. 
 
Today’s performances define the present moment, but most importantly prelude the Future.

Every child is a bunch of illusion, a blank book with pages to illustrate Alegria dreams. No to the Government of Russia, Let the children 
and we sing too, it’s time to raise our voices to the World, we do not consent this time and once and once that a man with “power” appro-
priates a destiny that does not belong to him and that the Government of Russia puts NOW, a white flag just as they protect their children. 
There are no races, nations, ethnic groups or Legions. We are the world. Freedom obliges Prudence, Mutual Duties to Respect.

The World is a Beautiful Temple, where all the Men of the Earth fit in Peace.
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